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	Flashes of lightning, resounding thunder, gloomy fog, brilliant sunshine…these are the life manifestations of the skies.  The concrete visceral experiences that living under those skies stir within us are the ground for individual impulses, emotions, sentiments that in their interaction generate their own ever-changing clouds.     While our intellect concentrates on the discovery of our cosmic position, on the architecture of the universe, our imagination is informed by the gloomy vapors, the glimmers of fleeting light, and the glory of the skies.     Reconnoitering from the soil of human life and striving towards the infinite, the elan of imagination gets caught up in the clouds of the skies.  There in that dimness, sensory receptivity, dispositions, emotions, passionate strivings, yearnings, elevations gather and propagate. From the “Passions of the Skies” spring innermost intuitions that nourish literature and the arts.â€‹
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Ajax Patterns and Best Practices (Expert's Voice)Apress, 2006
You probably picked up this book because of the buzzwords Ajax, REST, and patterns. You will
probably read this introduction and skim through the pages. But I want to stop you from skimming
through the pages, at least for a moment. I want you to read this introduction and then decide
whether you want to buy the book.

Here...
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Introduction to Microcontrollers, Second Edition: Architecture, Programming, and Interfacing for the Freescale 68HC12Academic Press, 2004
This book is a comprehensive, introductory text/reference for electrical and computer engineers and students with little experience with a high-level programming language. It systematically teaches the programming of a microcontroller in assembly language, as well as C and C++. This books also covers the principles of good programming practice...
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Advances in Audio and Speech Signal Processing: Technologies and ApplicationsIGI Global, 2007

	Audio and speech processing have achieved important status in development in the last three decades, improving the standard of living of many people. Regarding these applications, several signal processing algorithms have been developed to assist the speech impaired and improve the learning ability of children. Advances in Audio and Speech...
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CRC Handbook of Medicinal SpicesCRC Press, 2002
"Let food be your medicine, medicine your food." -Hippocrates, 2400 B.C.  When the "Father of Medicine" uttered those famous words, spices were as important for medicine, embalming, preserving food, and masking bad odors as they were for more mundane culinary matters. Author James A. Duke predicts that spices such as capsicum,...
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Mac OS X Power User's Guide (Mac/Graphics)Course Technology PTR, 2002


	So what is the big deal about a new operating system from Apple?





	Just those very words: new, operating, system, and Apple are enough to get the blood

	of every Mac geek on the planet boiling with anticipation. But why should the rest

	of us care?





	Having specialized in the Linux operating system for...
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Key Concepts in EnergySpringer, 2014

	Organized around eight fundamental ideas, Key concepts in energy history explores the discoveries, technologies and new paradigms in the field of energy, and how they have changed the course of history. Complex technical concepts such as the “rebound effect”, “technological hybridization”, “marginal cost...
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